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To Plan or 
not to Plan?

What if you know your ending, but you
plan nothing else? 

Work backwards with the turning
points/beats that need to get your
character there
Branch it out like a tree, two options:
what could go right/wrong ask, “what
if” (writer’s block tip)
Try the snowflake method to let the
idea marinate 
Since the ending needs to mirror the
beginning, and the point of the hero's
journey is to grow, the beginning
needs to be the complete opposite of
the ending

Planning vs Plotting
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To Plan or 
not to Plan?

What if you know your ending, but you
plan nothing else? 

Why not send alternate endings to
beta readers to see what works best?
Know your genre 

Writing the first and last sentence before
the rest

Never delete an ending/scene, save it
off, instead

Should resolve at least 1 or 2 out of the
three arcs (plot, character, romance), if
going into a series
Making sure the endings are true to your
characters and plot and not necessarily
what we want to see done. The more
realistic the more satisfying

Planning vs Plotting

Cliffhangers?
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Endings in Series &
Standalones

You don’t have to have just one plot in a
story
Sometimes multiple plots (one main one
and some little ones) help your
beats/turning points progress and help
your MC develop and move the story
forward. Going to give your character the
tension they need to carry them through
the “boring” parts
In a series, it’s very important to have
subplots in each book to keep propelling
the series forward. Each book should have
a plot that is resolved but a larger plot arc
that grows with each book (think of the
books as beats/turning points) and is
finally resolved in the final installment

Subplots in series vs stand alone
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Ending your
Character Arc

If the plot is character driven, the main
struggles and turning points are going to
be internal ones for your hero
If it is plot driven, then the satisfying
resolution is going to be coming mainly
from the problem being resolved, rather
than the internal change that’s happened
for our MC
Your character arcs must reach satisfying
endings
This is not just the MC - all prominent
characters should have some form of an
arc to make them believable and add to
the story
Arcs don’t have to be something
monumental and all encompassing. You
can focus on one aspect of the character
to build your arc around
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Ending your
Character Arc

Do they have everything they want and/or
need? Need is important, want is not as
important.
Did they reach their goal? Did they learn
something? Have they grown since the
beginning of the novel?
Was the inciting incident resolved?

Conclusive - the hero either got what they
wanted or they didn’t, if it’s a series, they
may not have achieved their main goal
yet, but they’re one step closer
This doesn’t mean it has to be a happy
ending. It just means the story arc needs
to conclude
The hero grew, things may not end with a
HEA, but the MC came out in better shape

Questions to ask yourself at the end:

What makes it powerful?
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Writing a Gripping
Ending

Make it believable, don’t just give your
character what they want. Make them
work for it. Build up your tension and
keep the reader on the edge of their seat.
If there is tension, the ending will be all
the better f0r it 
How do you make an ending believable?

Character has to have changed (true
arc), realistic ending with believable
outcomes to inciting incident
Answer the biggest questions in your
book, even if you have a cliffhanger -
the difference between cliffhangers
and not finishing your story
Try to look at it from a reader’s
perspective



Did  you  f ind  th i s  u seful ?
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